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SCOPE OF THE REPORT:
This report is prepared for the exclusive use of the property owners, and reflects, to the best of my knowledge a reasonable
overview of the evaluated woodlot. The species percentage distribution is based on an ocular estimate and a formal
forestry cruise was not completed.
LIMITING CONDITIONS:
This Forest Management Plan is based on the following conditions:
1. A review of available mapping was undertaken, followed by a field assessment of the subject properties. Site visits with
knowledgeable city staff were completed. Priority areas on the woodlot and the woodlot owner’s objectives were discussed
and identified.
2. No responsibility is assumed for matters that affect either the boundaries of the properties or the titles to them as well
as any other information provided by city staff that was utilized in the compilation of this Forest Management Plan. It is
understood that the boundaries of the Rotary Friendship Park identified on the included maps were determined in
consultation with city staff and that the city has permission to use these lands for forest management and park purposes. It
has been assumed that the titles are good and marketable. No surveys of the properties have been made and any maps
included with the report that show approximate dimensions are included to assist the readers of the report in visualizing
the properties. It shall be the landowners responsibility to comply with any Provincial or Federal legislation that may be
required as a result of the work that is prescribed in this report.
3. Estimates, prescriptions and opinions that have been expressed in this report are provided based on my previous field
experience in the forest industry and also sources considered to be reliable and are believed to be accurate at the time of
report preparation.
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MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
Healthy forests are desirable for many reasons. They are vital to our well-being. They are very diverse in nature and home
to a variety of organisms. They protect our soils, streams and rivers. They improve our air quality and store carbon by
absorbing carbon dioxide. They improve the natural beauty of the landscape and provide for opportunities of recreation
and solitude. Understanding forests and how they grow help forest managers when making decisions to attain desirable
objectives.
The primary goal of forest management is to improve the overall quality and diversity in the forest landscape. Taking an
eco-system based approach will improve the overall forest quality thus enhancing aesthetics and recreational opportunities,
improve wildlife habitat and reduce fire risk. Carrying out forest management activities in a sustainable way and respecting
the ecology within a forest, ensures that our forest will continue to provide ecological benefits and recreational
opportunities. Forests are more than just trees, because of this complexity, careful thought and planning should precede
any forest management activities. Recognition of tree health and species as well as ground flora and potential wildlife
opportunities will help prioritize treatments to achieve the desirable objectives. Paramount in all of this is the reduction of
potential fire risk and the continued safety of all park users.
With the completion of prescribed silviculture treatments on the woodlot, trees that are poor quality, damaged or
of poor health should be targeted. Quality trees of desirable species and in good health should be retained. This will,
through time, improve the genetic quality of the stand and also the desirable species diversity. Allowing acceptable
growing stock the chance to thrive and provide a seed source for the surrounding areas will ensure that quality natural
regeneration has an opportunity to grow. Enrichment planting may be necessary in areas where there is inadequate or
unsuitable natural regeneration. Trees and shrubs native to Prince Edward Island that are suitable to the site conditions
should be chosen. Silviculture treatments designed to create multiple species within a stand is desirable. This can be
accomplished through careful tree selection, retaining desirable natural regeneration and planting where necessary.
Through time a favourable healthy mixture of age classes of both short-lived and long-lived species will provide for an
abundance of quality forest products, thus enhancing biodiversity, wildlife and recreational opportunities. A healthy
woodlot is also a safer woodlot with less fire risk and fewer danger trees.
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Woodlot Owners Objectives
1. Provide outdoor recreational opportunities in a natural
forested setting while sustaining the natural integrity of the
Rotary Friendship Park trail system and woodlot.
2. Establish invasive plant species management guidelines.
3. Establish fire prevention guidelines and management
practices.
4. Establish a wildlife habitat plan to enhance wildlife habitat
within the park.
5. Establish appropriate forest management prescriptions which
will include thinning, reforestation and natural regeneration
and maintenance treatments.
6. Provide a safe environment for park users
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PROPERTY OVERVIEW
Location
The Rotary Friendship Park is comprised of several properties. This includes property #’s 821801, 503987, 727750, 73007,
72389, 836296. These properties are located in the city of Summerside , Prince County P.E.I., Canada (Figure 1). Public
access to this group of properties that form the park are owned by three different landowners; 821801, 503987, 727750
owned by the City of Summerside, 73007, 72389 owned by Enterprise Venture Group Inc and 836296 owned by Travellers
Rest Mini Homes Inc. Both Enterprise Venture Group and Travellers Rest Mini Homes have entered into a usage agreement
with the City of Summerside enabling a portion of their properties to be used for park use (Figure 3,4). The GPS coordinates
for the approximate midpoint of the park property are 46.4119 North and -63.7659 West.
Past Information
Historical information obtained from local records and previous aerial photography shows that the property
consisted of a combination of old fields and natural forest. Some areas within the old field portion of the property were
excavated for shale in previous years. A number of abandoned shale pits exist throughout the property. Four of these pits
are located in Stand # 2 and one is located in Stand # 8. These abandoned pits retain water during certain periods
throughout the year. These wetlands provide habitat for amphibians and also a water source for a variety other wildlife and
aquatic vegetation. Over the years some of these borrow pits have become overgrown with mixed vegetation. The majority
of the old field was located on property # 821801 which is owned by the City of Summerside. Over the past few years a
great deal of land in the vicinity of the Rotary Friendship Park has been developed for housing. To better illustrate this,
1968 photography can be seen in (Appendix A). Comparing this to (Figure 1) provides evidence of this.
The City of Summerside acquired the Friendship Park from the Rotary Club of Summerside in 1997. Over the past
quarter century the City has promoted the park for year round recreational use. The park provides habitat for a variety of
plants, animals and birds while providing an opportunity for healthy outdoor recreation activities. These recreational uses
include hiking, biking, snowshoeing, skiing, bird watching and sightseeing. The park is also a valuable educational resource
for special interest groups such as Boy Scouts or Students.
Over the past number of years several improvement initiatives have been undertaken. These initiatives include a
Landscape Improvement Plan in 2011, Green Streets Project in 2014, Revitalization and Improvement Project in 2018 and
this Forest Management Plan in 2021. Over the years various trees were planted throughout the property and an invasive
plant species eradication project was completed.
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Property Information
The total area of all properties included in the Rotary Friendship Park is 32.38 hectares (80.01 acres). This acreage includes a
number of different properties. These properties are owned by three different landowners, the City of Summerside,
Enterprise Venture Group Inc and Travellers Rest Mini Homes Inc. The City of Summerside manages the park. A usage
agreement between the city and the two other property owners facilitate the use and management of the adjacent forest
land and trail system.
This woodlot is part of the Acadian Forest region and is mixture of both softwood and hardwood species. A large portion of
the property (approximately 45%) was once old field. This can be seen on the 1968 photography in (Appendix A). These
fields are now forested with a mixture of softwood and intolerant hardwood tree species and shrubs. The two stands that
were once fields are stand # 2 and stand # 10. Stand # 2 has a number of abandoned excavation pits throughout making for
very irregular terrain. Stand#10 has very level ground conditions and consists of a variety of species that were planted over
the years as well as some natural softwood and intolerant hardwood trees on the perimeter of the stand. The remainder of
the woodlot consists of mainly tolerant and intolerant upland hardwood with a minor softwood component scattered
throughout. The terrain is relatively level with some slightly rougher sections in the natural stands of the woodlot. With the
exception of the excavation pits, the woodlot is well drained throughout.
There is a high voltage overhead power transmission line that runs through the property in a northwest to southeast
direction. This power transmission corridor crosses three different stands, stand#2, stand#3 and Stand#9. Some of the
trees have grown very close to the power lines. It is recommended that any work carried out in the power line right-of- way
be completed by appropriately trained professionals. Working near power line is extremely hazardous and can result in
deadly consequences.
Based on 2010 forest inventory mapping, the park property contains a total of 12 forest stands. These stands are identified
by specific attributes unique to that particular area of the property. During the woodlot assessment each of these stands
were visited and data was recorded. These stands enable the forest manager to delineate the area into smaller
management units and prioritize the treatments. These stands are a collection of distinct areas. On an individual basis, the
stands share similar characteristics. The characteristics may include species, age, size, density, terrain, wildlife features,
health or any combination of these attributes. A silviculture treatment prescription may be applied to each stand.
This prescription will be based on a number of factors including the owner’s objectives and forest specifics within the stand.
Although timber production is realized in certain silviculture operations, it may not be the primary goal. Enhancing
biological diversity, creating better wildlife habitat, promoting forest health, improving safety and reducing fire risk while
providing for improved recreational use and the preservation of the natural beauty are also very important considerations.
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Field Tally sheets that have recorded specific stand information can be found in (Appendix B).
The topography of the property has an approximate 12 meter elevation rise from the north to the south. Within the
woodlot there are some steep elevation changes. Particularly on the perimeter boundaries of the excavation pits located in
stand #’s 2 and 8. These pronounced elevation changes over short distances makes this area a desirable location for
experienced mountain bikers looking for a challenging trail. The existing trail layout utilizes these features for that purpose.
With the exception of the excavation pits, the land is relatively flat with minor undulations throughout the property. Some
stands on the property have slightly rougher ground conditions than others. These ground conditions are to be considered
when determining the most suitable equipment to extract wood from prescribed silviculture treatments. A topographic
map of the property shows the general terrain profile and the ranges in elevation. (Appendix C).

WETLANDS
There are no flowing streams on the property. There are a number of abandoned borrow pits located on the property in
stand #2 and stand #8. Some of these pits hold water for much of the year. These ponds provide valuable wildlife habitat for
many species of waterfowl, amphibians and invertebrates.
They also provide a water source for many songbirds and mammals. Any forest management work carried out near these
ponds should ensure the retention of a 15 meter undisturbed buffer zone. There are Provincial Regulations that pertain to
the harvest of trees or other construction work near a wetland. If any work is to be carried out within the 15 meter buffer
zone a permit may be required. The Provincial Regulations can be found at the following link.
https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/en/legislation/environmental-protection-act/watercourse-and-wetland-protectionregulations

The wetlands can be viewed on (Figure 1) of this management plan.
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PROPERTY ACCESS
The main access to the Rotary Friendship Park is located at 507 Macewen Road between the Prince County Hospital and
Walker Avenue in Summerside, P.E.I. There is another pedestrian/cycling entrance off the end of Lynn Street. The access off
Macewen Road leads to the trailhead and the main parking area. A portion of this entrance laneway is single lane vehicle
traffic only and caution is required when entering or exiting the park. There is a single lane road near the perimeter of the
majority of the property. This provides potential vehicle access to most all of the park land. This road will be beneficial when
completing forest management treatments and also for fire safety. There are some sections of this road that will need to be
widened to provide access for larger equipment or trucks. There is also a number of narrow interior walking and biking
trails. Some of these trails may be able to be used for small equipment such as small tractors, skid steers or ATV’s when
completing forest management work. Ensure any equipment used is properly safety equipped for forestry work.
For public safety reasons it is recommended that any area where there is active forest management work being completed,
appropriate signage is erected and that section of the trail temporarily closed off.
Overall the property has good access for forest management purposes. It will be necessary to widen some of the roads and
construct additional wood landing areas.

PROPERTY BOUNDARIES
The Rotary Friendship Park consists of several properties owned by the City Of Summerside and private landowners.
Portions of the privately owned land are included within the boundary of the park. A significant distance of the
walking/biking trail is located on private land. An agreement is in place between the city and these private owners enabling
the use and maintenance of the land for recreational purposes.
The boundaries of the Rotary Friendship Park are relatively well defined. The northern and eastern lines are bounded by
open fields as well as a short section of the southern line. The most southern point of the park has a survey marker
identifying the location of the line. The western side of the park is bounded by a residential subdivision. Because of the
close proximity to homes, it is suggested that residents be made aware of any forest management work being carried out in
the woodland next to their home.
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FIRE PROTECTION
This property is located within the jurisdiction of the Summerside Fire Department. The amount of personnel and
equipment used to fight any forest fires will depend greatly upon the size and severity of the fire. Protection of our
woodland from forest fire is the responsibility of the Forestry Division and our local community fire brigades. There are
Forestry Fire Trucks and equipment located in Wellington and also in Charlottetown. This machinery is available throughout
the fire season as needed.
Standby equipment operators and fire fighting personnel are available upon request. These resources are available to assist
the local fire department responsible for this area. Additional forestry fire trucks, off road tracked vehicles, portable pumps
and specialized forest fire suppression equipment and trained staff are available as needed. Additional air support from
Nova Scotia is also available should the situation require it. This determination will be made by the Fire Boss after careful
consideration of the factors and conditions.
The Rotary Friendship Park is quite accessible for fire control. A perimeter access road near the northern, western and
eastern boundary lines make the majority of the woodlot accessible with a fire truck. In addition to this, fields adjacent to
the woodlot could also provide an access route in the event of an emergency. It should be noted that these access roads
are narrow and are single vehicle only. This could pose a potential hazard in the event of an emergency with parks users
attempting to escape danger. The main access road for the Rotary Park is off the MacEwen Road. This narrow roadway
leads to the main parking lot for park users. This is also the access to the other perimeter access roads on the property. It is
suggested that this access road be widened to accommodate two-way traffic.
It is suggested that the perimeter access road be brushed-out to a minimum width of five meters and a minimum height of
four meters. This will improve access for large tanker trucks and equipment should they be required in the event of an
emergency. A second potential emergency access is available off the end of Lynn Street. This access is currently only wide
enough for foot and bike traffic but could be improved to provide emergency ingress and egress for the park property. It is
suggested that the City of Summerside negotiate the use of this entrance point for emergency purposes, if it has not already
done so.
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FOREST FIRE MANAGEMENT
The following information provides guidelines for forest fire management within the park. These guidelines are subject to
change based on existing regulations and should be updated on a regular basis. Changes to park boundaries, trail layout,
access and forest stand types all play a factor in forest fire management and safety. Being aware of these changes and
responding accordingly will help ensure the protection of the park land and the safety of the users and nearby residents.
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Rotary Friendship Park
Forest Fire Management Plan

Purpose:
The purpose of this Forest Fire Management Plan is to describe the appropriate measures the City Of Summerside will need
to enact to help prevent the possibility of a wildfire in the Rotary Friendship Park. This plan also identifies the procedures
that will be followed in the instance of an escaped fire.

Responsibility:
The city of Summerside acknowledges that a wildfire in the Rotary Friendship Park can pose a potential risk to homes,
community infrastructure, natural resources and wildlife and human life. A fire management plan acknowledges this
responsibility and identifies factors that will help mitigate the risk associated with a wildfire.

Fire Prevention:
The most important factors in fire prevention are education and communication. Recognizing the fire risk and
communicating this risk to staff and the public is very important. Wildfires generally occur between the months of April to
October. Historically on PEI, early season fires have been more prevalent. This is due in part to people wanting to clean up
their properties by burning yard debris. This coupled with the fact that in the spring it takes time for new vegetation to
become established.
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After the winter months the forest floor in wooded areas are often covered with dry leaves and branches. Early in the
season the lack of leaves on the trees and shrubs will allow more sunlight to hit the forest floor thus increasing ground
temperature. Hot days in the early spring can dry debris on the forest floor out rapidly increasing the risk of a fire start.
Smoking, back yard campfires and sparks from equipment also pose a potential risk.
It is important that city staff is aware of forest fire weather indices that might lead to fire ignition starts. From the beginning
to the end of the forest fire season, fire risk is calculated daily by the PEI Forestry Division. This fire danger rating system is
posted on-line daily at:
https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/en/information/environment-water-and-climate-change/fire-weather-index
This information provides recognition of the current forest fire danger in your area. Communication of this information to
city staff and the general public is very important.
Preparedness:
The PEI Forestry Division provides a Basic Forest Fire Suppression Course to local fire brigades and other interested
individuals. This course includes a background on wildfire behaviour, the fire weather indices, forest fire suppression
equipment, fire fighting strategies, human resource management at a fire scene and responsibilities of persons operating in
a forested area as per the pertinent provincial legislation. It is recommended that city fire fighting personnel and designated
field staff acquires forest fire training at their earliest convenience. To request this training contact Mike Montigny at the
PEI Dept of Environment, Energy and Climate Change at: mmontigny@gov.pe.ca 902 368-4709.

Once a wildfire begins, controlling the spread is of the utmost importance. For this reason it is important to ensure that any
city staff or private contractors working in the park have access to hand tools suitable for fire suppression, thus enabling
early suppression of an accidental fire start. These tools would include but are not limited to, shovels, rakes, axes, buckets,
and fire back packs. A ready access to a water source is also recommended. It would also be beneficial to have access to a
multipurpose dry chemical fire extinguisher and users of such are trained in the proper use of this equipment.
It is important, especially during period of high fire danger, that staff and private contractors are informed of the relevant
factors that influence fire ignition and spread.
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It is suggested that city staff meet with the city fire department on an annual basis to discuss fire control in the Rotary
Friendship Park. This is to ensure that members of the Summerside Fire Department are familiar with the park trail layout,
stand types and risk potential for crown fires and all potential access points to the park. Also, any available water sources
within the park should be identified and mapped. This knowledge could prove invaluable in the event of a required
emergency evacuation.

It is also important that the trail system is clearly marked. Placement of strategically located maps identifying the trail
configuration and exit corridors available throughout the woodlot is recommended. For someone unfamiliar with the trail
system it is easy to get confused in what direction you are heading. Directional signs and signs identifying exits could prove
beneficial in the event of an emergency.
Communication:
Developing a communication system for wildfire reporting can save valuable time in fire suppression. Staff working in the
park should have immediate access to a cell phone or radio if needed. Placement of appropriate signage at various locations
within the park indicating when the fire danger rating is high or above is recommended. A social media post in this regard
could also prove beneficial. Additional signs indicating fire prevention rules are recommended.

Remember in the event of an emergency contact 911 immediately.
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If a fire start occurs call 911 immediately!!

Never worry about calling in a false alarm.

It is much easier to turn back deployed resources then it is to control a fire that has spread due to the
passing of time because of reluctance to call for assistance. It is not uncommon for individuals to try and
deal with a small fire on their own only to find out that the fire is now out of their control. In this type of
a scenario valuable time is lost in bringing the fire under control. Remember; never put yourself in
harm’s way if a fire has grown beyond your training and resource capabilities;

BACK OFF AND STAY SAFE!!
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Fire Safe Landscape:

The Rotary Friendship Park is a natural forested area nestled in the middle of a highly populated urban
centre. It is adjacent to a subdivision and in close proximity to the Prince County Hospital. Wildfire can
move very quickly. Maintaining the landscape in a fire-safe fashion will lessen the risk of potential
wildfire spread.
Dead and dying trees and plant material create an ideal ignition source for wildfire. Fallen trees and
accumulation of dry wood on the ground coupled with low-hanging green softwood branches provide
fuel for a fire to reach the canopy of a forest stand. These ladder fuels can rapidly create a situation that
can cause a fast moving crown fire. Crown fires in softwood stands are much more common than in
stands of primarily hardwood.
Making your landscape more fire-safe means making it more difficult for an escape fire to find fuel to
burn and also breaking the chain of fuel continuity. Removal of dead and dying plant material, especially
along the trail corridor will reduce the risk of wildfire ignition. Ensuring that perimeter areas adjacent to
populated areas is free from dead and dying material and maintaining a buffer along these areas of
broad leaved vegetation will make your property more fire resistant. Planting and maintaining
hardwoods and broad-leaved shrubs around the property perimeter will reduce fire risk. Pruning of low
hanging branches from softwood trees will also reduce the likelihood of a potential crown fire. When
completing forest management treatments on the woodlot, think in term of creating a “defensible
space” when it come to fire prevention. Keeping the most vulnerable areas of the woodlot in a fire-safe
condition will lower the risk of fire ignition and also make a fire less intense if ignition does occur.
Creating a fire-safe landscape not only protects your property but also the properties of your neighbours
plus human life, wildlife and community infrastructure.
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Potential Fire Ignition Sources:
Vehicles and motorized equipment used by city staff or private contractors working in the park should
be equipped with a fire extinguisher serviced and tagged with a current inspection certification.
Fire prevention devices such as spark arrestors, cooling systems on vehicles and equipment, shields for
mufflers and catalytic converter (if equipped) shall be in proper working order. Any fuel, oil or hydraulic
leaks should be repaired immediately.

Fuelling stations and fuel storage will be located in an area free from combustible material. All fuel used
on site will be transported and stored in an appropriate fuel container or tank. Keep in mind that back
packs or water pumps are not to be used for fuel fires. These types of fires require the use of a multipurpose, ABC dry chemical fire extinguisher.

Fuel spills will be cleaned up immediately. Immediate measures to stop the spill should be taken and the
appropriate authorities notified. Greasy rags and combustible refuse will not be left on site and shall be
disposed of appropriately.

Smoking will not be permitted within 50 feet of any fuelling station or fuel storage location. This
includes private contractors working on park land.

Fire Fighting Equipment:

The Rotary Friendship Park is provided fire protection by the Summerside Fire Department. Additional
mutual aid support is available from neighbouring departments as required. The Provincial Forestry
Service have trained staff and resources specifically designed for forest wildfire. Wellington Fire
Department house a four wheel drive forestry tanker truck plus additional forest fire specific resources
including pumps, back packs, hoses and hand tools. During the fire season there is are two tracked
vehicles with operators on stand-by in Charlottetown should their services be required.
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Additional resources centrally located in the park could include a water source used for the filling of
back packs. This could include a centrally located water tank. Also, there are a number of old excavation
pits on the property. Some of these pits may hold water throughout the year, in particular in the spring
time. There appears to be one such suitable pond in the northwest corner of stand #8. Making this pond
accessible from the trail would allow it to be utilized as a water source if required. Minor excavating to
make this access route to the pond more user friendly, levelling an area near the edge of the water and
increasing water depth at this location will provide a portable pump setup location and also a water
source access point.
Emergency Response:

In the event of a fire, on-site personnel will immediately report the fire to appropriate authorities and (if
properly trained) perform an immediate assessment of the fire scene and potential risks. If it deemed
safe, an attempt will be made to contain the fire. If initial assessment determines that the fire is beyond
control of on-site personnel, an evacuation of on-site personnel and park users will be carried out. An
attempt should be made to move all people to a safe evacuation location provided that you do not risk
your own safety in doing so.

When fire fighters arrive on the scene, on-site personnel will provide known information to the Fire
Boss and direct fire fighters to the fire location and provide assistance as requested by the Fire Boss.

The Forest Fire Policy and Procedures Manual states that forest fires are a provincial responsibility. On
the outbreak of a forest fire 911 will be contacted immediately. Clear concise information regarding fire
location, severity and risk hazard assessment is very important. The number of people on site, daily
weather conditions including temperature, wind speed and direction, potential fuel type and proximity
to homes are all factors in sizing up the fire danger.
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Cleanup and Mop-up:

After a forest fire burns through an area, follow-up site work may be required. Typically trained forestry
fire crews will do a post fire mop-up. Depending on the severity of the fire this may take several days.
This may include the removal of dangerous standing trees that have partially burned and digging up the
roots of trees that have burned deep in to the ground. After the mop-up is complete it is still important
to keep a close eye on the burned out area. Fire has been known to reignite days or even weeks after
the initial burn. It is important for on-site personnel to monitor the burned out area to insure that the
fire is fully extinguished. Smoke is not always evident when a fire is burning below ground. Using your
hand to feel for heat is one way to check for live fire below ground.

Service Providers:
On occasion and in a non-emergency situation, it may be necessary to contact a specific service provider
to report any unsafe, unusual or illegal activities. Some additional contact information for service
providers in the Summerside area are listed below:

Summerside Fire Dept:

(902) 432-1224

RCMP:

(902) 436-9300

Summerside Police Dept:

(902) 432-1201

Island EMS:

(902) 892-9995

City Of Summerside:

(902) 432-1230

Prince County Hospital:

(902) 438-4200

PEI Forestry Fire Manager:

(902)368-4709

Dept Of Transportation:

(902) 888-8275
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Rotary Friendship Park
Wildlife Management
The future of wildlife and wildlife habitat in rural, suburban, and urban settings depend on an
environmentally-responsible strategy of land management that emphasizes a mix of spaces for people
and wildlife. As the world’s population increasingly inhabits cities, urbanized areas have become the
most rapidly expanding habitat type worldwide. Protecting and restoring wildlife habitat in our cities
and suburbs is a vital component of wildlife conservation. Urban wildlife habitat can support habitat
connectivity within ecological landscapes and serve as a refuge for species impacted by urbanization.

In Rotary Friendship Park specific woodland conservation projects can provide important urban wildlife
benefits and connect our growing urban population with nature, potentially broadening support for
natural resource conservation Community wide.

Many of Prince Edward Island’s valuable aquatic and terrestrial habitats are found within the boundaries
of Rotary Friendship Park. In this natural setting the two prominent habitats types identified: wetlands
and forest ecosystems. These habitats support considerable biodiversity. The Rotary Park areas alone
can support hundreds of species of plants plus numerous mammals, birds, amphibians and reptiles.
Protecting, restoring and enhancing these important habitats and species will not only help to conserve
Prince Edward Island’s natural heritage, but will also provide valued ecosystem protection and
educational opportunities for the public.
There are a number of large trees throughout the property, both living and dead. These trees have the
potential to develop into wildlife trees that can be used by den and cavity nesters. The retention of
some of these trees is very important. In forest management operations these trees should be identified
beforehand and efforts made for their retention. Leaving these trees intact until they reach biological
maturity will provide habitat and food for many species of wildlife. As these trees decay they present an
opportunity for the creation of dens and cavities. They can be used by many bird species including
barred owls, saw-whet owls, woodpeckers, tree swallows, flickers, kestrels, chickadees, flycatchers,
nuthatches, wood ducks plus a number of insects and mammals including bees, raccoons, squirrels and
bats. These snag trees can provide wildlife with insects as a food source as well as potential shelter
from the elements and a perching site for hunting. They also provide nesting sites for tree top nesters
such as crows, ravens and hawks.
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When these trees eventually collapse they provide coarse woody debris on the ground and habitat for
insects, salamanders and a variety of invertebrates, all of which provide for food in the food chain of
nature. The recommended density of these snag trees is 8-12 trees per hectare uniformly spaced if
possible. A mixture of species which include both softwood and hardwood is recommended. Typically
softwood trees provide more food for foragers and hardwood provide for better cavity nesting
Like most cities, Summerside’s urban areas are characterized by the prevalence of built structures and
impervious surfaces, which can alter woodland protection, reduce vegetation cover and diversity, and
cause habitat loss, fragmentation and degradation.
The Rotary Friendship Park (woodland) wildlife management plan is significant for our Community in
restoring wildlife habitat and is a vital component of wildlife conservation. Within the framework of this
management plan, the enhancement of wildlife habitat within the Rotary Park can support habitat
connectivity within the ecological landscapes and serve as a refuge for species impacted by
urbanization. The Rotary Park can be designed to contribute to conservation goals by protecting and
enhancing this ecologically important natural area inside the City boundaries. Directing growth in ways
that protect the habitat in ecological important areas of the Park will provide tremendous
opportunities for engaging the public in wildlife conservation efforts both within and beyond their local
community.
Rotary Friendship Park Wildlife Management Plan Goals and Objectives

1. Develop a list of four categories of significant wildlife habitat
 Habitats of seasonal concentrations of animals;
 Rare vegetation communities or specialized habitat for wildlife;
 Habitat of species of conservation concern;
 Animal movement corridors
(all natural communities known from or with the potential to be found in the Summerside landscapes –
targeting the Rotary Park and surrounding private lands)

2. Identifying key challenges/opportunities for biological protection of these natural habitats - create
their corresponding habitat assessments - Conduct - site field inventories - focusing on the
identification, documentation and mapping of all occurrences of rare species or at risk/endangered
or invasive plants.

3. Create a support system of shared conservation education and success within the community.
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Implementation of a Biodiversity (Wildlife) Action Plan is a tool through which City staff and relevant
partners can work together to deliver a program of continuing action for biodiversity stewardship on a
local level within the Rotary Park

Rotary Friendship Park Wildlife Management Action Plan

In order to obtain all of the aspects of the goals and objectives identified in the Wildlife Management
Plan, Community education and engagement is primary. In addition, a well-defined action plan is
necessary to sustainably move forward with progressive and ecological sound practices. Some of the
initiatives and programs include;

-

Development of a list of potential significant natural resources within the Rotary Park:
concentrating on both the City and privately owned lands within the boundaries of the Park biodiversity core areas, biological corridors (linkages/stepping stones), buffers, biological barriers
(structures, large roadways and trail ways)

-

Identify wetlands that should be prioritized for restoration, including the nature of the restoration
work required

-

Rotary Park natural habitats status mapping – identification – assessment of locations for rare
species and unique natural species (will include both on the ground site biological inventory efforts
and aerial drone/GPS/photo surveys – targeting the Rotary Park Landscape.

-

Engage Residents-Engaging the community will enable the City to share information, draw upon
the expertise and experience of knowledgeable community members, and identify opportunities
for collaboration with conservation organizations.
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Development of an Urban Wildlife Speaker Series – On Site-Rotary Park Urban Wildlife Speaker
Series, consisting of four evening presentations over the course of 2021 (autumn, winter, early
spring, early summer). The presentations would feature experts on urban wildlife and wildlife
issues, discussing their own work within the general paradigm of co-existence and conflict
prevention.
Working with local Educational Institutions- To create and develop long term projects and
programs to enhance wildlife sustainability within the Rotary Park. These programs could identify
and create program opportunities for the sustainability of our songbird populations, native wildlife
food source, species and populations, cataloguing and mapping of potential habitat improvements
and opportunities for small mammals and birds.
Special Wildlife Enhancement Techniques-The installation of Nesting Boxes, these are important
to some species that may have lost many natural nesting sites due to habitat destruction. Old dead
or dying trees are important natural nesting sites for these birds. Specially designed nesting boxes
are also beneficial to bats and flying squirrels.
Artificial Brush Cover includes the placement of natural materials from previous harvests or such
other materials as may be appropriate for the purpose of improving wildlife habitat. Adequate
resting and escape cover is critical to proper management of ground-nesting birds, snowshoe hare,
and other small game. Although living brush is preferable, in most cases you can build artificial
brush piles to supply immediate shelter for many species where natural cover is limited. Artificial
brush piles conceal and protect wildlife from predators and the weather, and they establish a
medium for seed germination and plant growth
Community Benefits

The ongoing feedback from City Staff, Environmental professionals, general volunteers and youth groups
will be an intricate part in the development for future programs and initiatives. The City will work to
empower people at all levels to provide input into program activities and desired outcomes: from the
initial involvement of working with landowners to conduct site evaluations, landscape surveys,
development of site pre/post enhancement plans/maps to increase community participation by directly
inviting school and youth groups out to conduct planting activities.
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Summerside Rotary Park Woodlot Management Plan
Invasive Plant Species Management Initiatives

Introduction
Invasive plants are non-native species that pose undesired or negative impacts on native biota and
ecosystems, managed landscapes and/or human health. These species are able to spread quickly,
grow rapidly, and thrive in their new environments, resulting in impacts to environmental, economic
and social systems. Invasive species contribute to habitat loss. They are able to shade-out, smother
and displace native plants that provide valuable habitat in our ecosystems. Some of these plants also
produce toxic substances that inhibit the growth of native species. Others can alter water flow, cause
erosion, or increase fire hazard. Invasive plants causing each of these issues are currently found in
Rotary Friendship Park’s forested areas.
The Rotary Park Invasive Species Management Plan was created as a part of the Rotary Park
Woodlot Management Plan requiring a need for guidance on effective invasive plant management
which has become increasingly challenging in locations throughout the Park.

Goals and Objectives
Goal: To promote resilient and diverse forest ecosystems in Rotary Friendship Park by managing
and controlling alien invasive plant species in an environmentally sensitive, timely and effective
manner.
Objectives:
1. Ensure regular monitoring of Rotary Friendship Park’s forested areas and surroundings to ensure
emergent invasive plant infestations are recognized before they have an impact on Rotary
Friendship Park’s ecosystems.
2. Prioritize management efforts to focus on invasive species according to their potential and
realized threats to Rotary Park’s forest ecosystems and infrastructure.
3. Apply best management practices for invasive plants while taking into account legal
requirements, impacts on Park ecosystems, as well as the safety of Park staff, volunteers and
visitors.
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The Need for an Invasive Species Management Plan in Rotary Friendship Park
Taking current as well as future conditions into consideration, a rigorous and adaptive invasive plant
management plan is needed to ensure that the Rotary Friendship’s Park ‘s ecological integrity is
maintained. Methodology concerning the best management practices for the removal of invasive
plants has been created and used by newly proposed Stewardship Programs and these methodologies
were also adopted into The Rotary Friendship Park Forest Management Plan.
The 2021 Rotary Friendship Park Woodlot Management Plan recommends that both short and long term
strategies be implemented to combat the acute and ongoing problems of invasive species. In the short
term, it was deemed necessary to get the most threatening species under control and at the same time
prevent the spread of existing species and the introduction of new species into the park in the long
term.
The Rotary Park Woodlot Management Plan also recognizes the immediacy and extent of current
establishment of invasive plants such as Japanese Knot Weed, Glossy Buck Thorne and potential
introduction of other invasive species including Wild Cucumber, hogweed and loosestrife.
This report is intended to provide a guideline for effective invasive species management in Rotary
Friendship Park and will act as a next step towards the long-term maintenance and restoration of
the Park ‘s ecological health and biodiversity.

Invasive Plants
Invasive plants are non-native species that pose undesired or negative impacts on native plants and
ecosystems, managed landscapes and/or human health. These species are able to spread quickly,
grow rapidly, and thrive in their new environments, resulting in impacts to environmental, economic
and social systems. Invasive species are considered one of the greatest threats to biodiversity in our
world today, second only to habitat loss. Many invasive plants are able to shade-out, smother and
displace native plants that provide valuable habitat in our ecosystems. Some of these plants also
produce toxic substances that inhibit the growth of native species, while others are poisonous to local
wildlife or humans. Others can cause damage to existing native plants, cause erosion, and potentially
increasing fire hazards.
The introduction of invasive plants to an environment can happen in a number of ways. Many
invasive species have been introduced into new settings and planted as garden ornamentals. In parks
and greenways, many invasive plant infestations have been started through illegal dumping or
improper disposal of garden waste from residences or managed areas.
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Similarly, seeds, fruit and other plant matter can be spread by wind, wildlife, or ‘hitch-hiking’ on
vehicles or shoes to new locations. Due to the fact that Rotary Friendship Park is located in an urban
setting and is a high-traffic area in terms of vehicles and pedestrians, all of these means of
introduction are a concern in the Park.

Six Key Threats to Biodiversity
Invasive plants pose six key threats to ecological or recreation values in parks and natural areas (Page
& Lilley, City of Coquitlam Invasive Plant Management Strategy, 2008):
∙ Competitive displacement of native plants and animals - Invasive plants monopolize resources
such as light, moisture, and soil nutrients that are required by native plants to establish and
grow. Invasive species can displace native species by depriving them of access to resources.
However, this likely only occurs in sites with very abundant growth (either of single invasive
species or groups of invasive species).
∙ Increased Park management costs - Invasive plants increase Park management costs through
either increased resource management planning (e.g., project management, park plans,
monitoring, etc.) or the operational cost of maintaining vegetation communities (e.g.,
mowing, pruning, weeding).
∙ Homogenization of regionally distinct plant communities - Invasive plants reduce plant
community distinctiveness resulting in loss of unique plant communities. Conspicuous
invasive species, such as purple loosestrife and yellow flag iris reduce the value of parks for
some users because they are associated with loss of naturalness.
∙ Change in ecosystem functions or dynamics - Invasive plants can impact ecosystems through
systematic changes to productivity, disturbance, energy transfer, and other ecological
processes on which plant communities depend.
∙ Hybridization and genetic effects - Hybridization is the risk that genes from invasive plants will
mix with closely-related native species. Generally, hybridization only occurs between different
varieties of the same species or between species of the same genus.
∙ Risks to human health - Few invasive plants pose risks to human health, particularly during park
use or maintenance. Species that may pose health concerns include: Giant Hogweed

Management Approach
As mentioned earlier in this document, invasive plants generally exhibit four stages of invasion: In
order to effectively manage invasive plants in the Park, strategies should therefore target these
different stages of invasion. The four stages for Invasive Plant Management include:
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∙ Prevention
∙ Early Detection and Rapid Response (EDRR)
∙ Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
∙ Ongoing Management

Prevention
The easiest and most cost-effective way to reduce the impacts of invasive plants is to prevent them from
establishing. Unfortunately, some of the invasive plants that are considered invasive in the maritime
region are already established in Rotary Friendship Park, reducing the effectiveness of prevention
strategies. However, prevention can also be effective in reducing or slowing the establishment of
existing invasive plants in areas of the Park that have not yet been invaded like trails and roads.
Prevention is also important as species that are currently not considered invasive may become a
problem in the future especially with the impact of climate change with the effects of climate change.

Strategic Actions:
1. Impose restrictions on the use and movement of plants or plant parts to prevent the
establishment of new invasive species or populations.
2. Review Park management plans to restrict or prevent the use of known invasive plants.
3. Research further information on invasive plants to identify emerging species before they
establish in the Park.
4. Research further information on invasive plants in the Maritime region to identify emerging
species before they establish in the Park. Management should focus both on prevention of
new populations through planting in gardens and early detection and rapid response.
5. Use communication and education as the primary tool for preventing the introduction and
distribution of invasive plants.
6. Map and monitor the distribution of emerging invasive plants every two years to assess the
effectiveness of prevention actions.

Early Detection and Rapid Response
Early detection and rapid response has been the standard focus of invasive plant management as it is
cost-effective and relatively successful. Sites with small and/or recent invasive plant introductions have
the best potential for successful control or eradication.
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Success, however, depends on two distinct activities that can be difficult to combine.
The early detection component requires knowledge of an invasive plant before it establishes; this is
based on information from other areas with similar environmental conditions. For example, plants that
are invasive to PEI would commonly ne invasive to other areas of the Maritime Provinces. As well, it
requires on-the-ground monitoring by professionals or experienced volunteers who are able to identify
the plant. Mapping and data management are also essential to make observations usable to those
responsible for control activities. Rapid response measures use established control and restoration
measures to eradicate small populations of new invasive plants. Overall success of this component is
limited by the effectiveness of the specific control method. Overall success of this component is limited
by the effectiveness of the specific control method. Success also depends on having adequate resources
to respond to invasive plant populations before they expand.
Strategic Actions:
1. Develop and distribute a ‘Watch List’ of plants likely to be invasive in Rotary Friendship Park if
introduced, or are at initial stages of invasion when eradication is possible.
2. Use community-based monitoring to identify and track emerging invasive species. This should
include providing identification and mapping information, or initial development of a web-based
tool for managing information. Existing GIS data of invasive species in the Park should be
collected as well as new data with the help of community volunteers. In conjunction with this
invasive species monitoring a ground vegetation assessment should be carried out during a time
of the year when the ground vegetation is the most identifiable. Specialists in this field are
recommended for this work.
3. Designate resources and dedicate time to eradicating small populations of Giant Hogweed,
Japanese Knotweed, and other emerging invasive plants.
4. Sites on the outer edge of population expansion should be a priority.

Integrated Pest Management
The City of Summerside was the first municipality on PEI to adopt an Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
approach to managing pest infestations in 2017. In the IPM approach, cultural, mechanical, and
biological pest controls are used in preference over chemical pesticides. This program will allow the city
to focus on pest prevention, which will hopefully reduce and in some cases even eliminate the use of
pesticides.
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IPM is a decision-making process that includes identification and inventory of invasive plant
populations, assessment of the risks that they pose, development of well-informed control options (that
may include a number of methods), site treatment, and monitoring.

As invasive plant populations expand rapidly (i.e. during the expansion phase), eradication measures
become increasingly difficult. Rather, control measures should be taken to prevent invasive plant
populations from expanding by targeting populations at the outer boundary of expansion. In addition
to controlling their expansion, restoration measures should also be taken by replacing invasive plant
populations with native or non-invasive species. The desired plant community is one that is generally
increase ecological function, recreation use, and aesthetic value, and is also low-maintenance and self
sustaining.
In Rotary Friendship Park the IPM process for invasive plant species has largely been identified and
undertaken by City Staff. Since 2014, The City of Summerside Parks and Green Space have largely been
the initiators of Invasive Species Management within the park and currently working with the PEI
Invasive Species Council to create an identification and mapping strategy of Invasive plant species in
an effort:
∙ To ensure regular monitoring of Rotary Friendship Park’s forested areas and surroundings to ensure
emergent invasive plant infestations are recognized before they have an impact on the Park’s
ecosystems.
∙ To prioritize management efforts to focus on invasive species according to their potential and
realized threats to the Park’s forest ecosystems and infrastructure.
∙ To apply best management practices for invasive plants while taking into account legal
requirements, impacts on Park ecosystems, as well as the safety of Park staff, volunteers and visitors.
This new plan addresses an increased need for urgency on the issues of invasive plants in Rotary
Friendship Park and included actions such as:
∙ Active restoration work to remove invasive species and restore habitat.
∙ Creating up-to-date maps of species.
∙ Securing equipment and use chemical controls for select species – Knowtweed and Hogweed.
Strategic Actions, general:
1. Target small patches of newly established species as the highest priority for immediate action
especially focusing on environmentally sensitive areas.
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2. Sites with well-established monocultures of Japanese Knotweed and Glossy Buckthorn usually
have reduced ecological values and are suitable for broad-scale removal techniques such as
mowing, tilling, mulching, or (where suitable) herbicide use.
These species should be prevented from forming dense thickets wherever possible but
particularly in blowdown areas.

3. Sites with high community interest should be considered a higher priority. Community
involvement is essential for successful invasive species management; the selection of
priority sites should include community participation and interest.
Management Emphasis Areas
1. Glossy Buckthorn is extensive throughout the Park and efforts should be made to control its
further spread. Small, newly established patches should be removed from sensitive areas and
restoration areas and plants should be targeted for priority removal.
2. Wild Cucumber should immediately be removed in any habitat. Removal of entire plants has
been done by Park staff in known areas. The City will continue working with the Invasive
Species Council to monitor and control the dispersal of Wild Cucumber. Eradication strategies
for this species will include early spring weeding of young wild cucumber plants.
3. All Japanese Knotweed (and other knotweeds) should be removed immediately with priority
given to riparian areas from which it can spread. Japanese Knotweed disperses through
waterborne movement of root fragments and removing populations within or near a
watercourse should be undertaken before upslope removal; it may rarely disperse using seeds.
Soil disturbance may also promote spread.

Management Activities
The management activities described in this section can be applied to carry out effective invasive
plant control and restoration of degraded sites. The specific methods used for each plant species
must be based on their individual ecology for the individual invasive plant species.
1. Review and update information on the control and restoration methods that are appropriate for
different situations in Rotary Friendship Park.
2. Follow existing best management practices for invasive plant management in areas within
Rotary Friendship Park, particularly for the appropriate use of mowing, brush cutting, and
mulching.
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3. Avoid vegetation clearing work in the bird nesting season between April 1 and July 31, unless
nest searches are undertaken.

4. Consult with regular Park users, the local community, and stewardship groups to provide
awareness/education around planned large scale vegetation management projects. The potential
negative effects of invasive plants on Park values, including wildlife habitat, should be emphasized.

Invasive Species Remediation Strategy
As the management of invasive species is both an acute and ongoing problem, there are several
options to address this problem in both the short and long term. In the short term, it is necessary to get
the most threatening species under control and at the same time and for the long term, prevent the
spread of existing species and the introduction of new species into the park. Management of invasive
plants should take a multi-pronged approach that recognizes the immediacy and extent of the
treatment. While established plants like English Ivy and Blackberry can only be managed, some newly
introduced and expanding plants, including Knotweed, Hogweed and Loosestrife should be eradicated
quickly. Current manual control methods have proven to be ineffective for these latter species and if
they are not controlled soon, the cost of their impacts will exponentially increase.
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Silviculture and Tree Planting
Silviculture is the art and science of growing trees. It is the branch of forestry that deals with the
establishment, care and reproduction of a forest. Treatments are carried out in forest stands with
anticipated predicted outcomes based on the existing characteristics of the stand and the type of
treatment implemented. Silviculture treatments can help determine composition, health and quality of
a forest. These treatments are completed for a wide variety of reasons to meet the diverse needs of
landowners and society. Today more importantly than ever, silviculture treatments applied must
consider the potential impact on biodiversity of both plants and animals. All silviculture treatments will
have an impact on the local ecosystem. These ecosystems or biological communities change naturally
over time. The inter-connectivity of organisms in this ecosystem will also change with changes in the
forest structure. Whether forest management treatments are implemented or through time, changes
occur naturally, the presence of certain species will be dynamic. The silviculture prescriptions in this
forest management plan are designed to meet the diverse needs and values of the landowners and
society as a whole. The Rotary Friendship Park is a public park and values such as recreation, user safety,
wildlife habitat enhancement, forest health restoration, invasive species eradication and timber
improvement need to be done on a sustainable basis.
Tree planting or reforestation is an important aspect of forest management. Trees contribute to our
environment by providing oxygen thus improving the air quality we breathe, they absorb carbon,
conserve water, preserve our soil and water and support wildlife and a variety of other plant species.
They also, when healthy, provide for pleasing aesthetics for recreational forest users. Keeping our forest
in a healthy condition is sometimes difficult. Natural disasters like wind and ice storms can devastate a
forest. With silviculture and tree planting, timely post intervention with silviculture and tree planting
after these catastrophic events will revitalize a forest much more rapidly. Furthermore, the outcomes of
early intervention treatments are much more predictable as targeted outcomes are employed.
Certainly natural regeneration of native species is desirable, however success is varied based on
numerous factors. By planting desirable native seedlings you can create stand types of choice. These
trees will grow to be a significant component of the new forest stand. It should be realized that not all
planted trees will survive. Poor site or species selection, poor planting, drought, animal browse or
mechanical damage are factors that could influence survival. The site preparation prior to planting is a
vital part of seedling survival success. It is very important that the trees are planted in appropriate soil.
The removal of the very fast drying duff layer and planting the trees in a suitable microsite is key to
survival.
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Proposed Treatments
The following information deals with the specific forest management treatments prescribed for the
various stands in the Rotary Friendship Park. The Prince Edward Island Forest Enhancement Program
provides details about each of these treatments as well as general forest management information. This
information is contained in the Ecosystem-Based Forest Management Standards Manual. The Definitions
(in italics) below are taken directly from this manual. Additional information about the treatment has
been added where appropriate. This manual is intended to be a supporting document for the Forest
Enhancement Program. Treatment definitions, eligibility criteria and guidelines and assessment
procedures are laid out in this document. This document is revised from time to time and treatments
may be added or deleted. This manual is available for download at the following link:
https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/sites/default/files/publications/2018_eco_manual_technical_ve
rsion_-_final.pdf
Pre-commercial Softwood Thinning:
Definition: The spacing of a naturally regenerated stand in the sapling stage where stand height is
between 2-6 m. This treatment should result in a softwood stand with a mix of at least 15 % hardwood
and with healthy, vigorous trees capable of accelerated growth.
A thinning method applied to young stands before they reach merchantable size. It involves the
removal of selected trees from a stand allowing more room for the crop trees to grow. There is no
immediate financial return from this treatment. The expectation is that the trees left after a precommercial thinning are healthy, of desirable species and good form. Residual stand density after
treatment can vary, depending on the size of the material thinned. Typically residual densities range
from 2000-3000 stems per hectare (800-1200 per acre). When completing this treatment under the
Forest Enhancement Program your Regional Technician may specify the desirable spacing.
Patch Harvest:
Definition: A management technique carried out in a pole staged or older stand by using a harvest
which removes the trees in an area with a width equal to 0.3-2 tree stand heights. The maximum
patch size opening that can be created is 0.5 ha (approximately 70 m diameter). This is a multi pass
treatment over a period of time. This treatment is used to modify the vertical structure of a stand,
create openings to accelerate the height growth of established seedlings, to create micro-habitat for
natural regeneration, and create coarse woody debris. Patch harvests can be of various shapes to
create shade or light for different purposes.
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Patch harvests are designed to encourage the development of natural regeneration. In the absence of
natural regeneration reforestation may be required. This treatment when carried out in stages will
create a multi-level stand. The new young trees will become established and form multiple canopy
layers within the stand. This provides increased ecological biodiversity by providing additional
microhabitats within the stand. Areas within the stand that have received wind damage or are in poor
health should be targeted to be patch harvested. Superior quality trees within the patch harvest areas
could be left standing during the treatment to provide additional seed for regeneration. This treatment
may be suitable in combination with other treatments.
Commercial Hardwood Thinning:
Definition: The thinning of dense hardwood pole stage (immature) stands to improve tree quality,
growth, species composition species diversity, and extend the life of stand. The treatment is designed
to promote the growth of the best quality trees in the stand for veneer and sawlog products, as well
as, provide a quality seed source for natural regeneration.
Commercial hardwood thinning is usually completed in stands or portions of stands that are relatively
consistent in size and have enough quality trees to make a fully stocked stand. There is usually a
merchantable product removed from the stand during the treatment. Trees that may normally die are
removed from a commercial thinning. The trees that are removed should be the lower quality trees in
the stand. Selection criteria include species, health, form and size. When poor quality trees are
removed the remaining trees are provided with more space to enable them to put on more crown and
gain access to more nutrients, sunlight and water. A commercial thinning improves the overall
aesthetics and can increase biodiversity and provide for improved wildlife habitat. Leaving trees in the
stand that have good live crown percentage and where possible are of seed origin (single stem). An
extraction trail system is required for harvested wood removal. This trail system if properly laid out can
be used for ongoing future management if additional selective harvesting is required in the future.
Uniform Shelterwood Harvest:
Definition: An even-aged management technique, practiced on older stands to establish a new crop or
release an existing crop of desirable seedlings before the next or final harvest of the overstory. One or
more partial cuts of the overstory are often utilized to provide conditions favourable for the
establishment and growth of natural regeneration.
The Rotary Friendship Park is used extensively for hiking, biking, snowshoeing dog walking , sightseeing
plus other educational opportunities. Having this large parcel of biologically rich woodland within the
City of Summerside provides outdoor recreational opportunities not available in other urban settings.
Maintaining the beauty and health of the natural forest is key to the longevity of the park. Maintaining
the healthy trees and removing the unhealthy ones will provide an opportunity for new trees of
desirable species to be established.
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The Shelterwood harvest system promotes natural regeneration by utilizing the shade of good quality
seed trees. This technique is an environmentally friendly way of sustaining a certain cover type of trees
while at the same time preparing for the future crop. In a Shelterwood system, wood may need to be
removed in more than one operation. Careful wood extraction with some minor soil disturbance will
provide a desirable seedbed for new seedlings. Damage to residual stems should be avoided where
possible.
As trees become over-mature or succumb to the forces of nature these trees will need to be removed
from the stand. This ongoing system will provide additional openings for new tree establishment and
result in a multi-aged stand over a period of time. Of course the initial treatment will be the heaviest
intervention, initially targeting trees that are unhealthy, poorly formed, diseased, fallen or partially
fallen. Consideration for the creation of an appropriate number of wildlife trees after the harvest is also
important. Some of the dead and dying trees should be left for this purpose as well as some of the fallen
trees that will provide for coarse woody debris in the future. Trees left after a Shelterwood harvest
should be the healthiest trees in the stand with good live crown. Considerations for tree retention
should include, seed producing capability (mature healthy trees with large crowns), species desirability
(mixture of both softwood and hardwood if possible), tree form (straight single stem without damage),
shade tolerance and tree health. Controlling the size of the openings created by harvesting trees will
have an impact on the regeneration type. By controlling the amount of sunlight you can effectively
control ground temperature. Most tolerant longer lived species like Sugar Maple or Beech thrive in
lower light (shaded) conditions while intolerant short lived species such as White Birch, Poplar or Pin
Cherry cannot withstand a large amount of shade. During a Shelterwood treatment no more than 40%
of the stand should be harvested in a single intervention.
Variable seed years of different species will have an effect on seed distribution throughout the stand.
Some species like sugar maple only have good seed crops every 2-5 years with others species like Yellow
Birch every 1-4 years. Timing a harvest with a quality seed crop will increase the likelihood of a desirable
outcome.
Shelterwood systems are excellent silviculture systems for wildlife enhancement. This is due to the
creation of multiple layers in a forest stand providing habitat for a wide range of wildlife. They are
desirable for breeding bird species as they provide both overhead cover and understory brush. The
variation in the density of the stand canopy will also provide a wide range of ground vegetation
increasing overall biodiversity.
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Manual Site Preparation:
Definition: The process of preparing a site for the purpose of slash and/or duff reduction and
increasing the survival rate of planted seedlings or for the preparation of seedbeds suitable for
germination of seed and establishment of seedlings.
Tree survival is based on a number of limiting factors. This includes the availability of moisture, nutrients
and light. Selection of an appropriate micro-site for tree seedlings improves the chances of seedling
survival. The duff layer (top layer of the forest floor) may consist of a combination of dry leaves,
branches, needles and moss. This layer is usually not dense and dries out very rapidly. Removal of this
top layer and making sure the seedling has a chance to become established in the soil below is very
important for a variety of reasons. The soil below has greater moisture holding capability, has more
stability to hold the seedling erect and has more available nutrients as they have already broken down.
Planting near old damp decaying stumps will also provide a nutrient and moisture rich micro-site as well
as some wind protection for the seedling. Creating a duff-free zone for the seedling also lessens the risk
of insect attack. This can reduce the risk of insect attack as some insects will not pass over mineral soil
and prefer to remain in the duff layer.
Enrichment Planting:
Definition: The planting of designated seedlings in an area stocked with immature or mature trees and
is in a suitable condition to support seedling survival. For example, the objective of planting seedlings
may be to contribute to enhancement of wildlife, conservation or restoration of rare species, and
increase species diversity.
Enrichment planting is a forestry treatment used to help supplement species diversity, stocking and
distribution of tree seedlings in a forest stand. A mixture of trees and shrubs available from the PEI
Forest Nursery can be planted to enhance wildlife habitat, create buffers and to introduce new native
trees to the Rotary Friendship Park. Nut and fruit producing trees and shrubs and native species that are
not prevalent on the woodlot are recommended. Trees like Red Oak, Red Spruce and White Pine are
species worthy of consideration. White Spruce provides for the best wind protection.
This forest rehabilitation technique introduces important valuable species to an already existing species
mix. This not only provides for greater biodiversity within a forest stand but also makes a forest more
aesthetically appealing by providing a mosaic of colourful plants. Healthy forests are diverse forests.
Lending nature a hand in creating this diversity will go a long way in making the Rotary Friendship Park
more appealing for its many users.
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Crop Tree Pruning:
Definition: The removal of live or dead branches from crop trees to produce valuable knot-free trees
Crop Tree Pruning is a treatment that removes the lower branches on a tree. This treatment through
time improves tree quality and branch structure. An area within the Rotary Friendship Park (Stand 10)
has had a number of trees planted over a period of several years. These trees are at various stages of
development. Some trees are still quite young and small while others are larger. The City of Summerside
uses this area as a temporary transplant nursery. Trees from this area have been lifted and planted
throughout the city. Some of these planted trees that are now quite large are too big to transplant and
will continue to grow in their present location. The pruning of the higher quality trees in this area will
improve the overall quality from an aesthetic and timber value perspective. Also, by pruning trees in this
area more air circulation will be able to penetrate the stand reducing the risk of insects and disease.
Furthermore, by removing the bottom limbs on these trees the forest fire ladder fuel connectivity is
interrupted making it a lower risk for crown fires.
This pruning treatment should be carried out using hand pruning saws and no more than 50% of the
total tree height should be pruned.
Nesting Box Establishment:
Definition: Nesting boxes are important to some species that have lost many natural nesting sites due
to habitat destruction. Old dead or dying trees are important natural nesting sites for these birds.
Cavity nesting birds in Prince Edward Island include chickadees, flickers, bluebirds (rare), nuthatches,
tree swallows, barred owls, saw-whet owls and kestrels. Specially designed nesting boxes are also
beneficial to bats and flying squirrels.
Many species of wildlife can benefit from nesting boxes. Artificial nesting sites can be utilized by birds,
bats, insects, amphibians and other small mammals such as the red squirrel and flying squirrel. Typically
when we think of nesting boxes we think of mainly birds but suitable nesting boxes and/or shelters can
be constructed for a wide range of wildlife. These nesting boxes or shelters can help increase the wildlife
populations in areas of the woodlot where there is inadequate natural provision. Increasing the
population of specific species in the Rotary Friendship Park can also reduce the mosquito population.
Small nest boxes can be built for smaller species and larger boxes for bigger species.
Being specific with your design for targeted species is important to appropriate habitation success.
Many online resources exist for the construction of these specific structures. The Forest Enhancement
Program recommends a density of 2 nesting boxes per hectare. The maximum amount that is eligble for
funding under the program is 10 per woodlot. However additional could be placed throughout the
woodlot at the expense of the city.
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This could be an interesting project for a high school industrial arts/carpentry class. Not only would
these students learn basic carpentry skills but also the identification, needs and habits of certain wildlife
species. Additionally, statistical information could be gathered through a monitoring program that
would serve as an educational tool for the students and provide beneficial information back to the city.
These nesting boxes can provide protection from the elements and predators. A place where young can
be safe until it’s time to leave their nest. Even though there are many benefits to nesting boxes it is
important to realize that the establishment of nesting boxes requires a commitment to long term
maintenance. These nesting boxes should be cleaned after a period of time. They will also need to be
repaired or replaced as required. Nesting boxes established and not looked after will soon become
unusable and an eyesore.

Artificial Brush Cover Piles and Nesting Areas:
Definition: The placement of natural materials from previous harvests or such other materials as may
be appropriate for the purpose of improving wildlife habitat. Adequate resting and escape cover is
critical to proper management of ground-nesting birds, snowshoe hare, and other small game.
Although living brush is preferable, in most cases you can build artificial brush piles to supply
immediate shelter for many species where natural cover is limited. Artificial brush piles conceal and
protect wildlife from predators and the weather, and they establish a medium for seed germination
and plant growth.
In areas of the woodlot where natural cover is limited, artificial brush piles can provide wildlife with
needed protection from predators and weather. An adequate supply of cover is very important for many
ground nesting birds and small mammals. When these brush piles decompose they also provide a
medium for seedling germination. These brush cover piles should be strategically located in areas where
they will best serve the woodlot. Placing them adjacent to the neighbouring fields and other woodland
stand changes provide for an ideal location for both nesting and feeding. Placing them near watering
locations is also beneficial. It is best to construct these artificial brush piles in conjunction with a
silviculture operation like thinning or pruning.
There are many online resources available for the appropriate implementation of this wildlife
enhancement technique.
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Forest Stand Descriptions
Stand Number:

1

Stand Area:

1.15 ha (2.84 acres)

Species Composition:

Red Maple 60%, Sugar Maple 20%, (Poplar,
Balsam Fir, White Birch, White Spruce), 20%

Average Age:

60-65 years

Average. Diameter:

22 centimeters

Average Height:

20 meters

Percent Live Crown:

35 percent

Comments:
This mature to over-mature hardwood stand has scattered blow down throughout. There are
some sapling size younger trees in the understory consisting of Red Maple, Pin Cherry,
Mountain Ash and White Birch. Some of the larger maple trees in the stand have blown over in
recent wind events. The majority of the softwood trees in the stand are already dead or dying.
There is sparse Balsam Fir and Sugar Maple regeneration in the stand. The stand is well
drained and is fully stocked. There are adequate trees in the stand suitable for snag trees

A patch/sanitation harvest is prescribed for this stand. Removal of the trees that have blown
over as well as the trees that are in poor health is recommended. The majority of these trees
can be removed by doing a number of small patch harvests throughout the stand. There are
also some scattered trees throughout the stand that are in poor health or beginning to collapse
that also should be removed. It is estimated that approximately 30 percent of the stand volume
will be removed in this treatment. Healthy trees that have good form and live crown and are of
desirable species should be retained.

It is recommended that a small wood landing (0.1-0.2ha) be established in this stand adjacent to
the access road. This landing can be utilized for temporary wood storage during the silviculture
treatment. If desirable this landing area can be later used for additional parking requirements
after the silviculture treatment is completed. This landing area would need to be stumped to
make it suitable for temporary wood storage.
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Stand Number:

2

Stand Area:

9.30ha (22.24 acres)

Species Composition:

White Spruce 40%, Poplar, Red Maple 40%,(Alder
White Birch, Mountain Ash, Grey Birch, Willow)20%

Average Age:

20 years

Average. Diameter:

12 centimeters

Average Height:

8 meters

Percent Live Crown:

40 percent

Comments:
This immature stand is an old field site that was mined for shale a number of years ago. There
are a number of abandoned excavation pits in this area, some of which have water in them at
various times throughout the year.

The stand has regenerated in a variety of species and is quite variable in species composition.

The drainage in this area is imperfect, ranging from fair to moderate near the excavation pits to
excellent on the higher ground. These excavation pits currently provide some freshwater wildlife
habitat. These areas typically will have some woody plants and trees as well as some grasses
and reeds. They can be home to a number of different vertebrate and invertebrate wildlife
species.

This area could be enhanced for Salamander habitat by moving some of the unwanted wood
near the excavation pits that have standing water. These Amphibians prefer dark damp habitats
with lots of hiding places. Discarded wood from a silviculture operation piled near a pond will
eventually decay and provide desirable habitat. Through time a Salamander population may
develop. This would be a worthwhile educational experiment for both young and old alike.
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Some of the drier excavated areas are regenerating with a mixture of intolerant hardwood
species. Approximately 30% of the stand area has regenerated in White Spruce and these
areas would benefit from a pre-commercial thinning. There are also some planted spruce trees
in the stand. There are patches in the stand that have some larger Poplar trees.
Some of these larger poplar trees could be girdled to create snag trees. Nesting boxes located
throughout the stand would also help to promote bird populations.

This will be difficult stand to work in due to the uneven terrain. There are some open areas on
the western portion of the stand that would benefit from some enrichment planting. Manual hand
scarification (site prep) will be required to facilitate planting. A variety of native species is
recommended for this planting.

This stand contains the Trailhead for the series of trails within the Rotary Friendship Park.
There is also a large Rotary Club Monument located in this stand. Along the main access road
leading to this monument there is a variety of species including, Butternut, Green Ash, Norway
Spruce, Eastern White Cedar, Colorado Blue Spruce, Wild Apple, Red Oak and White Pine.
These planted trees should be left during any silviculture treatment.
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Stand Number:

3

Stand Area:

2.41 ha (5.96 acres)

Species Composition:

Red Maple 40%, White Birch 40%,
Beech,White Spruce 20%

Average Age:

45-50 years

Average. Diameter:

18 centimeters

Average Height:

8 meters

Percent Live Crown:

40 percent

Comments:
This is a fully-stocked to over-stocked stand of mature hardwood. There are some large
scattered Spruce trees in the overstory, some of which are beginning to blow down. There are
some good quality Birch and Maple hardwood stems in this stand. There are some good quality
Beech trees in this stand with very little Beech Canker disease. This stand would benefit from a
commercial hardwood thinning. There are also some areas in this stand that are not suitable for
thinning and should be patch harvet. These patch harvest areas should be followed up with
hand scarification (manual site prep) and reforestation using native species. Approximately 60%
of this stand is suitable for thinning. Trees to remove during the thinning treatment are trees of
poor form, poor health, undesirable species and trees that have blown over or are beginning to
blow over (leaning). A mixture of tree species suitable for snag trees should be left during the
thinning and patch harvest treatments. This stand has relatively level ground with excellent
drainage.
The walking trail runs along the western side of this stand and also runs through the
approximate middle. There is a high tension overhead power transmission line that runs through
this stand in a Northwest to Southeast direction. There is no treatment recommended in the
within two tree heights of the right-of-way service corridor underneath this power line.
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Stand Number:

4

Stand Area:

2.65 ha (6.55 acres)

Species Composition:

Red Maple 50%, White Birch 20%,
Beech, Sugar Maple, Poplar 30%

Average Age:

55-60 years

Average. Diameter:

20 centimeters

Average Height:

19 meters

Percent Live Crown:

40 percent

Comments:
This is a fully-stocked stand of mature hardwood. There are some large trees in the stand that
have blown down recently, mainly White Birch and Poplar. There are some good quality
hardwood stems in this stand. A combination shelterwood –patch harvest treatment is
prescribed for this stand. The patch harvest areas should be followed up with hand scarification
(manual site prep) and reforestation using native species. Good quality trees within the patch
harvest areas should be left standing during treatment. It is recommended that trees of poor
form, poor health, undesirable species and trees that have blown over or are beginning to blow
over (leaning) be removed during treatment. A mixture of dead and dying tree species suitable
for snag trees should be left during the treatments. This stand has relatively level ground with
excellent drainage.A portion of the walking trail runs through this stand.
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Stand Number:

5

Stand Area:

1.36 ha (3.36 acres)

Species Composition:

Open Field

Average Age:

Average. Diameter:

Average Height:

Percent Live Crown:

Comments:
This is an open fallow field which would be suitable for use as a landing area/ wood yard. This
field is located in a central location and would be suitable for temporary wood storage. Provided
permission is granted for the use of this area, any wood extracted from the treatments
completed in stands 3, 4, 6 and 7 could be moved to this central location. Utilization of this field
as a landing would provide for a relatively short haul distance for storage of any product
removed. This area is well drained with level ground conditions.
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Stand Number:

6

Stand Area:

4.35 ha (10.75 acres)

Species Composition:

Red Maple 30%, Sugar Maple 30%,
Poplar, Yellow/ White Birch, Beech 40%,

Average Age:

70-75 years

Average. Diameter:

24 centimeters

Average Height:

21 meters

Percent Live Crown:

35 percent

Comments:
This is a good quality, well drained, fully-stocked stand of mature to over-mature hardwood.
Some of the maple trees in this stand have large crowns and would be suitable for tapping for
maple syrup production. There are some large trees in the stand that have blown down
recently. The ground conditions are moderately rough and well drained.
Overall the stand is in reasonably good health, however the Poplar are beginning to collapse.
Some patches of the stand have already collapsed and these areas are regenerating in
hardwood. Any areas that have not adequately regenerated should be manually scarified and
enhance planted with tolerant native species.
A uniform shelterwood treatment is prescribed for this stand. Removal of the short-lived
intolerant species, trees of poor health, merchantable trees that have collapsed and trees that
are beginning to collapse is recommended. Overall volume removed should not exceed 40% of
total stand volume. Any trees that have collapsed and are no longer merchantable should be
limbed and laid flat to speed decomposition. This decomposing wood will provide for additional
wildlife habitat diversity and provide nutrients back in to the soil. Exposure of a mixture of
mineral and organic soil in the wood extraction process will provide for a seedbed for natural
regeneration. Because of variations in annual seed production by species, consideration should
be given to the timing of the treatment to attain desirable natural regeneration.
A number of dead and dying trees should be left standing for snag trees for cavity nesting
wildlife. Where possible these trees should be at least 20 cm in diameter and a variation of
species and health. A uniform distribution of 8-12 snag trees per hectare is recommended.
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The walking trail runs through this stand. Any trees left standing near the trail should be healthy
and well rooted for safety reasons.
In addition to the snag trees, this stand would also be suitable from the establishment of
nesting boxes. Many cavity nesting species have lost their natural nesting sites due to habitat
loss. These nesting boxes, if properly designed can provide cavity nesters with protection from
predators. Cavity nesting birds in Prince Edward Island include chickadees, flickers, bluebirds
(rare), nuthatches, tree swallows, barred owls, saw-whet owls and kestrels. Specially designed
nesting boxes are also beneficial to bats and even flying squirrels. A distribution rate of two
nesting boxes per hectare is recommended. Design, height and location of these nesting boxes
will be determined by targeted species.
The high tension power transmission line runs adjacent to the most easterly section of this
stand. There should not be any silviculture work carried out within a minimum of 2 tree heights
from the transmission line right-of-way service corridor.
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Stand Number:

7

Stand Area:

0.63 ha (1.56 acres)

Species Composition:

Red Maple 40%, White Spruce 30%,
Poplar, White Birch 30%

Average Age:

65-70 years

Average. Diameter:

24 centimeters

Average Height:

21 meters

Percent Live Crown:

30 percent

Comments:
This is a relatively level, well drained, fully-stocked stand of over- mature hardwood with a mix
of softwood throughout. This is a fair quality stand overall, however, there are some good quality
large scattered Spruce trees in the overstory suitable for sawlogs. The stand has received
recent wind damage, especially in the Poplar. There are some decent Birch and Maple
hardwood stems in this stand that should be left standing. Also, some of the healthiest Spruce
trees should be left standing to provide for a more diverse seed source for natural regeneration
in the future. There is some Beech, Poplar and Balsam Fir regeneration at present.

A patch harvest followed by manual hand scarification and enrichment planting with native
species is recommended. Species to target in the patch harvest treatment are mainly Spruce
and Poplar leaving the healthy Birch and Maple. Retention of 6-8 uniformly distributed, dead
and dying snag trees is recommended.
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Stand Number:

8

Stand Area:

1.33ha (3.29 acres)

Species Composition:

Red Maple 50%, Sugar Maple 30%,
Balsam Fir,White Birch, Beech, White Spruce 20%

Average Age:

65-70 years

Average. Diameter:

22 centimeters

Average Height:

21 meters

Percent Live Crown:

40 percent

Comments:
This is a well drained fully-stocked stand of mature hardwood. This stand is relatively heathy
with some scattered blow down throughout. There are some areas with Mountain Ash and
Striped Maple in the understory as well as some scattered Balsam Fir and Sugar Maple
regeneration. There are some good quality Sugar Maple trees with large crowns that would be
suitable for Sugar Maple syrup production some of which are sawlog quality.
A uniform shelterwood cut is prescribed for this stand. Trees of desirable species and form and
in good health should be left during treatment. Trees that have blown down or are leaning, trees
of poor health and/or undesirable species should be removed. No more than 40% of the stand
volume should be removed during treatment. The (ground disturbance) mixture of mineral soil
and organic soil during the wood extraction process will provide a seedbed for germination of
desirable species. Treatment timing that coincides with a good seed year of desirable species is
ideal.
A mixture of dead and dying species, preferably in excess of 20 cm in diameter, uniformly
distributed snag trees should be left standing. A density of 8-12 snag trees per hectare is
recommended. The walking trail runs close to the perimeter of this stand. Any trees left standing
near the trail should be well rooted and in good health. This stand has an open field to the north
and west adjacent to the trail. These areas are subject to significant wind exposure. It is
recommended that a buffer of trees and shrubs be planted along the northern and western
boundaries of this stand to help reduce wind exposure. Primarily White Spruce with a mixture of
other nut and fruit producing trees and shrubs is recommended for planting. At least a double
row of trees should be planted to provide for greater wind protection.
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There is an old excavation pit in the northwest corner of this stand. At the time of this woodlot
assessment this pit was holding significant water volume. If adequate in depth, this pit could be
suitable to be used as a fire pond in the event of a fire in the park. A small amount of work near
the pond edge constructing a level area suitable for a portable pump would be required. A
further assessment of the water depth in this area will be required to see if it is suitable to use a
fire pond.
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Stand Number:

9

Stand Area:

2.48 ha (6.13 acres)

Species Composition:

Red Maple 40%, Sugar Maple 30%,
Balsam Fir, White Birch, Beech, White Spruce 30%

Average Age:

70-75years

Average. Diameter:

24 centimeters

Average Height:

21 meters

Percent Live Crown:

40 percent

Comments:

This is a well drained fully-stocked stand of mature hardwood. There is scattered regeneration
consisting of Balsam Fir, Beech, White Birch and Sugar Maple. There are some large scattered
Spruce sawlog quality trees in the overstory. Some blow down occurring throughout the stand.
There are some good quality Maple hardwood stems in this stand. There are some areas with a
higher concentration of good quality Beech trees with very little Beech Canker disease. A
uniform shelterwood cut is prescribed for this stand .Some of the areas that have received
significant wind damage will require a patch harvest. Leave healthy desirable trees in the patch
harvest areas. A maximum removal of 40% of the wood volume is recommended removing the
poorly formed, unhealthy and undesirable species and also trees that have blown over or are
leaning. A follow-up manual hand scarification treatment and enrichment planting with a mixture
of native species is recommended. A mixture of dead and dying species, preferably in excess
of 20 cm in diameter, uniformly distributed snag trees should be left standing. A density of 8-12
snag trees per hectare is recommended.
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A section of the walking trail runs through this stand. Any trees left standing near the trail
should be well rooted and healthy. This stand has an open field to the south and west and a
power transmission line on the southwest side. These areas are subject to significant wind
exposure. It is recommended that a buffer of trees and shrubs be planted along the boundaries
these areas to help reduce wind exposure.

White Spruce and a mixture of other nut and fruit producing trees and shrubs is recommended
for planting. At least a double row of trees should be planted to provide for greater wind
protection. There should not be any harvest completed within two tree heights on the power
transmission corridor.
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Stand Number:

10

Stand Area:

5.24 ha (12.95 acres)

Species Composition:

Various planted species including: Norway Spruce,
Colorado Blue Spruce, White Spruce, Red Pine,
White Pine, Austrian Pine, Green Ash, Red Oak,
White Oak, Burr Oak, Pyramid Cedar, Apple

Average Age:

3-20 years

Average. Diameter:

8-15 centimeters

Average Height:

1-8 meters

Percent Live Crown:

20-60 percent

Comments:
This is an old field site that has been planted with a variety of species over a number of years. It
has level ground and good drainage. Some of the trees in this area are currently being used by
the City of Summerside for transplanting throughout the city. There appears to be some
Snowshoe Hare damage on some of the Norway Spruce and what appears to be Woolly
Aldegid damage on the Colorado Blue Spruce. These damaging agents should be confirmed in
order to development an appropriate management program. Some of these trees should be
removed and replaced with another species. This area will continue to be utilized by the city as
a transplant nursery. Open areas in the stand should be planted with a variety of native trees
and shrubs that can later be relocated throughout the city. Trees that become too large to
transplant and relocate will remain on the site. These trees should be pruned to a height of 2-4
meters. This will improve the access throughout the stand for more intensive individual tree
management and also the aesthetics and for air circulation within the stand.
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The walking trail runs close to the perimeter of this stand. This stand is exposed to adjacent
open fields to the north and east. There are some standing trees at the present time between
the trail and the fields. A number of these trees are Poplar that appear to be infected with
Hypoxylon Canker and are unhealthy. These unhealthy Poplar trees should be removed by
either cutting or girdling. Removal of these trees will enable the young Spruce and Birch in the
understory to get up through the canopy and develop faster. It is also recommended that these
buffers along the fields be enhanced by planting some native trees and shrubs, White Spruce
for wind protection and nut and fruit producing trees and shrubs for wildlife food enrichment.
There were a number of songbirds observed in this stand. Establishment of nesting boxes
throughout the area is recommended. Uniform distribution of two nesting boxes per hectare is
suggested. These nesting boxes should be specifically designed and placed appropriately to
attract targeted species.

It is recommended that a small wood landing (0.1-0.2 ha) be established in this stand. This
landing can be utilized for temporary wood storage during the silviculture treatment. This landing
would serve as a wood yard for wood extracted from stands 8, 9, 11, and 12.This area could
later be used as a staging area for future transplant nursery needs. This landing should be
located in the southwest corner of stand 10. Standing trees would need to be harvested and the
area would need to be stumped.

Stand Number:

11
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Stand Area:

1.15 ha (2.84 acres)

Species Composition:

White Spruce 50%, White Birch 30%,
Sugar Maple, Poplar, Beech, Yellow Birch 20%

Average Age:

70-75years

Average. Diameter:

20 centimeters

Average Height:

20 meters

Percent Live Crown:

30 percent

Comments:
This is a fair quality well drained fully-stocked stand of mature to overmature mixed-wood. There
is scattered regeneration consisting of Balsam Fir and Sugar Maple and also some Striped
Maple and Mountain Ash in the understory. There is significant blow down occurring throughout
the stand. Some of the larger Poplar in the stand are unhealthy and in a state of decline and
should be removed. A patch harvest treatment to remove the dead and dying trees followed by
manual hand scarification and enrichment planting of native species is recommended. Healthy
trees of good form and desirable species should be left in the patch harvest areas. Individual
unhealthy, blown down and leaning trees scattered throughout the stand should also be
removed . There is a small section of the stand that has pole sized Birch and Poplar plus some
patches of dense White Spruce adjacent to the trail. These areas should be thinned during the
patch harvest treatment. A section of the trail runs through this stand. Any trees left standing
adjacent to this trail should be healthy and well rooted.
Snag trees consisting of a mixture of dead and dying tree species, preferably in excess of 20 cm
in diameter, uniformly distributed throughout the stand should be left standing. A density of 8-12
snag trees per hectare is recommended.

Stand Number:

12
53

Stand Area:

0.33 ha (0.82 acres)

Species Composition:

Red Maple 60%, Sugar Maple 20%,
Balsam Fir, Beech, White Birch 20%

Average Age:

65-70years

Average. Diameter:

24 centimeters

Average Height:

20 meters

Percent Live Crown:

35 percent

Comments:
This is a well drained fully-stocked stand of mature to hardwood. This stand has moderately
level ground conditions. There is scattered regeneration consisting of Balsam Fir and Sugar
Maple. There is some good quality trees in this stand. Some of the Beech trees in the stand are
good quality with very little Beech Canker disease present. A uniform sheterwood cut is
prescribed for this stand leaving the best quality trees to provide for future seed. Remove trees
of undesirable species, poor form, poor health and trees that have been damaged by wind.
There are some large Sugar Maple trees in the stand that would be suitable for tapping for
maple syrup.

Snag trees consisting of a mixture of dead and dying tree species, preferably in excess of 20 cm
in diameter, uniformly distributed throughout the stand should be left standing. A density of 4-6
snag trees throughout this stand is recommended.

A short section of the trail runs through this stand. Any trees left standing adjacent to this trail
should be healthy and well rooted. This stand is adjacent to a field on the east and south sides.
A double row of White Spruce adjacent to these fields should be planted for future wind
protection. A mixture of other nut and fruit producing trees to help enhance wildlife habitat could
be included

Figure 1.
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Rotary Friendship Park, property #’s:
821801, 503987, 727750, 73007, 72389, 836296
Summerside PEI

Figure 2.
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Highlighted is Portion of Property owned by City of Summerside. Property #’s 821801, 503987, 727750
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Figure 3.
Highlighted is Park Portion of Property #’s: 73007, 72389 owned by Enterprise Venture Group Inc.
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Figure 4.
Highlighted is Park Portion of Property #’s: 836296, owned by Travellers Rest Mini Homes Inc.

Table 1.
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Prescribed Treatment Table

Stand
Number

Treatment
Type

Treatment Year

Amount
Proposed

1

Patch Harvest,
Sanitation Cut

2021

1.15 ha

1

Patch Harvest
Stand Marking

2021

1.15 ha

1

Wood Landing
Construction

2021

0.1-0.2 ha

2

Pre Commercial
Thinning(PCT)

2021-2022

2.8 of 9.3 ha

2

PCT Stand
Marking

2021-2022

2.8 ha

2

Manual Site
Prep

2022

TBD

2

Enrichment
Planting

2022

TBD

2

Enrichment
Planting Area
Incentive

2022

TBD

3

Commercial
Hardwood
Thinning

2023-2024

ECO Manual
Reference
Page

Comments

Goals

29

Remove a
maximum of
30% of stand
volume

Removal of
deadfall and
danger trees ,
Improve stand
health.

$350/ha

Mark patches
to be cut

Protect areas with
healthy trees

$17/ha

Approx 30%
of stand
suitable

Area to pile wood
later to be used
for parking
Increase
biodiversity,
improve stand
growth and health
Mark areas
suitable for
thinning

22

14

17

Hand
scarification

Create planting
sites

Plant open
areas in stand

Improve stand
uniformity and
diversity

1.45 ha

24

Some good
quality trees
in stand

29

Remove a
maximum of
30% of stand
volume

Improve overall
stand quality.
Approx 60% of
stand to be
thinned
Removal of
deadfall and
danger trees ,
Improve stand
health.
Protect areas with
healthy trees.
Improve overall
quality

Patch Harvest

2022-2023

0.97 ha

3

Stand Marking

2022-2023

2.41 ha

3

Manual Site
Prep

2024

TBD

14

Hand
scarification

Create planting
sites

3

Enrichment
Planting

2024

TBD

17

Plant patch
harvest areas
in stand

Improve stand
uniformity and
diversity

3

Enrichment
Planting Area
Incentive

2024

TBD

Stand Marking

4

Patch Harvest
and
Shelterwood

Stand
Number

Treatment
Type

Mark patches
to be cut and
thinned

$510-$1220/ha

$25/ha

$0.24/site

$0.27/Tree

$365-$460/ha

$350/ha

$17/ha

$0.24/site

$0.27/Tree

$160/ha

2.65 ha

Mark patches
to be cut

2024-2025

2.65 ha

29,31

Remove a
maximum of
40% of stand
volume

Protect areas with
healthy trees.
Improve overall
quality
Removal of
deadfall/ danger
trees , Improve
health/diversity

Treatment Year

Amount
Proposed

ECO Manual
Reference
Page

Comments

Goals

2024-2025

N/A

$160/ha

3

4

Incentive
Dollars
Available

59

$17/ha

$350/ha

Incentive

Dollars
Available
Crop Tree
Marking

2024-25

2.65 ha

Manual Site
Prep

2027

TBD, as
required

4

Enrichment
Planting

2027

TBD, as
required

6

Crop Tree
Marking

2027

4.35 ha

6

Uniform
Shelterwood

2027-2028

4.35 ha

7

Stand Marking

2024-2025

0.63 ha

Mark patches
to be cut

4

4

Mark best
seed trees

Improve Diversity
and natural regen

14

Hand
scarification

Create planting
sites

17

Plant patch
harvest areas
in stand

Improve stand
uniformity and
diversity

Mark best
seed trees

Improve Diversity
and natural regen

31

Leave trees of
best species
and form.

7

Patch Harvest

2025

0.63 ha

29

Remove a
maximum of
30% of stand
volume

7

Manual Site
Prep

2026

TBD, as
required

14

Hand
scarification

7

Enrichment
Planting Area
Incentive

2026

0.63 ha

7

Enrichment
Planting

2026

TBD, as
required

8

Crop Tree
Marking

2022

8

Uniform
Shelterwood

Improve
regeneration
stand health and
species diversity
Protect areas with
healthy trees.
Improve overall
quality
Removal of
deadfall and
danger trees ,
Improve stand
health.
Create planting
sites

$68/ha

$0.24/site

$0.27/Tree
$68/ha

$350/ha

$17/ha

$350/ha

$0.24/site

$160/ha
Plant patch
harvest areas
in stand

Improve stand
uniformity and
diversity

1.33 ha

Mark best
seed trees

Improve Diversity
and natural regen

$68/ha

2022-2023

1.33 ha

31

Leave trees of
best species
and form.

Improve
regeneration
stand health and
species diversity

$350/ha

Manual Site
Prep

2023

TBD, as
required

14

Hand
scarification

Create planting
sites

8

Enrichment
Planting Area
Incentive

2023

1.33 ha

8

Enrichment
Planting

2023

TBD, as
required

9

Stand Marking

2022

2.48 ha

Mark patches
to be cut

9

Crop Tree
Marking

2022

2.48 ha

Mark best
seed trees

Improve Diversity
and natural regen

$68/ha

9

Patch Harvest
and
Shelterwood

2022-2023

2.48 ha

29,31

Remove a
maximum of
40% of stand
volume

Removal of
deadfall/ danger
trees , Improve
health/diversity

$350/ha

9

Manual Site
Prep

2023

TBD, as
required

14

Hand
scarification

Create planting
sites

Stand
Number

Treatment
Type

Treatment Year

Amount
Proposed

ECO Manual
Reference
Page

Comments

Goals

8

17

$0.27/Tree

$0.24/site

$160/ha
17

60

Plant open
areas and
buffers

Improve speceies
diversity and wind
protection
Protect areas with
healthy trees.
Improve overall
quality

$0.27/Tree

$17/ha

$0.24/site

Incentive
Dollars

Available

9

Enrichment
Planting Area
Incentive

2023

2.48 ha

9

Enrichment
Planting

2023

TBD, as
required

10

Wood Landing
Construction

2022

0.1-0.2 ha

Manual Site
Prep

2024-2030

TBD, as
required

14

Hand
scarification

Create planting
sites

10

Enrichment
Planting

2024-2030

TBD, as
required

17

Plant open
areas and
buffers

10

Pruning

2024-2030

TBD, as
required

20

Prune quality
trees

11

Stand Marking

2024-2025

1.15 ha

Mark patches
to be cut

Improve speceies
diversity and wind
protection
Improve
aesthetics/quality
/air circulation
Protect areas with
healthy trees.
Improve overall
quality
Removal of
deadfall and
danger trees ,
Improve stand
health.

10

$160/ha
17

Plant open
areas and
buffers

Improve speceies
diversity and wind
protection
Area to pile
wood/ staging
area for
transplant nursery

$0.27/Tree

N/A

$0.24/site

$0.27/Tree
$1.56/tree

$17/ha

11

Patch Harvest

2025

1.15 ha

29

Remove a
maximum of
30% of stand
volume

11

Manual Site
Prep

2026

TBD, as
required

14

Hand
scarification

11

Enrichment
Planting Area
Incentive

2026

1.15 ha

11

Enrichment
Planting

2026

TBD, as
required

17

Plant patch
harvest areas
in stand

11

Pre Commercial
Thinning(PCT)

2021-2022

0.4 ha
approx

22

Approx 30%
of stand
suitable

12

Crop Tree
Marking

2024

0.33 ha

Mark best
seed trees

Improve Diversity
and natural regen

$68/ha

12

Uniform
Shelterwood

2024-2025

0.33 ha

31

Leave trees of
best species
and form.

Improve
regeneration
stand health and
species diversity

$350/ha

Manual Site
Prep

2026

TBD, as
required

14

Hand
scarification

Create planting
sites

12

Enrichment
Planting Area
Incentive

2026

0.33 ha

12

Enrichment
Planting

2026

TBD, as
required

17

Plant
openings and
field buffer

Improve wind
protection and
species diversity

1-12

Nesting Box
Establishment

2021-2030

10

33

Install nesting
boxes

Wildlife
enhancement

$11.00/Box

Artificial Cover
Patches
Nesting Sites

2021-2030

10

34

Create
wildlife cover

Wildlife
enhancement

$14.00/Pile

12

1-12

Create planting
sites

$350/ha

$0.24/site

$160/ha
Improve stand
uniformity and
diversity
Increase
biodiversity,
improve stand
growth and health

$0.27/Tree

$510-$1220/ha

$0.24/site

$160/ha

APPENDICIES
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$0.27/Tree

Appendix A.

Aerial photos taken in 1968 for property 821801 Summerside P.E.I., Canada

Appendix B.
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Contour maps for Rotary Friendship Park property, Summerside P.E.I., Canada
Contour Map 0.5 meter intervals;

Contour maps for Rotary Friendship Park property, Summerside P.E.I., Canada
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Contour Map 2.0 meter intervals;

64

Appendix C.
Stand tally sheets for Rotary Friendship Park, Summerside, P.E.I.,Canada
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66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75
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Appendix D.

Species Abbreviation Codes:
CONIFEROUS

DECIDUOUS

White Spruce- WS

Poplar- PO

Eastern Larch- EL

Red Maple- RM

Red Spruce- RS

Sugar Maple- SM

Black Spruce- BS

White Birch- WB

Balsam Fir- BF

Pin Cherry- PC

White Pine- WP

Grey Birch- GB

Eastern Hemlock -EH

Yellow Birch- YB

Colorado Blue Spruce-CBS

Beech-BE

Norway Spruce-NS

Green Ash-GA

Austrian Pine-AP

White Ash-WA

Pyramid Cedar-PC

Willow-WI

Eastern White Cedar-EWC

Alder- AL
Burr Oak-BO
White Oak-WO
Red Oak-RO
Apple-AP
Butternut-BU
Mountain Ash-MA
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Appendix E

Tree Species Shade Tolerance Chart
Tolerant
Balsam Fir
Sugar Maple
Beech
White Spruce
Black Spruce
Red Spruce
Eastern Hemlock

Intermediate
Red Maple
White Ash
Green Ash
White Oak
Burr Oak
Red Oak
White Pine
Yellow Birch

Intolerant
Poplar
Grey Birch
Poplar
Butternut
Larch
Red Pine
Pin Cherry
Willow
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